
VINCENNES [L-H] - 26 November 
Race 1 - PRIX ARIETIS -  2700m WALK-UP C131 Harness. Purse EUR €43,000. 

1. GOLDEN SAUTONNE - Down the field at this track eighteen days ago in this walk up class. Others have 

stronger claims. 

2. GOLFE JUAN - 12L eleventh here eighteen days back tackling this walk up grade. Needs to be at best. 

3. GO WINNER - Only beat one rival home when fifteenth here eighteen days ago. Open to progress second 

up this year. 

4. GAUCHO DE HOUELLE - Struggled on season return at this venue eighteen days back in this walk up 

level. Good form at last years Vincennes winter meeting. 

5. GAMIN NORMAND - Consistent type who ran 3L second here in a Class C mounted race two weeks ago. 

Top driver booked. Include. 

6. GRANDIOSE BEY - 31L tenth of twelve after a break here last week. Down in level and progress is likely. 

7. GAELIC DU ROCHER - Showed ability here eighteen days ago when a nose second in this walk up grade. 

Leading contender without shoes. 

8. GUMP DU PONCELET - Arrives in mixed form tackling this level with a course third before a Cabourg DQ. 

Interesting. 

9. GITANO JACK - DQ in the closing stages sixteen days ago at Nantes in a higher level walk up. Could 

bounce back to good form. 

10. GIBUS DE NAVARY - Good 3L fourth at Cabourg four weeks ago in this walk up class. Holds claims with 

a consistent profile. 

11. GANGSTER DAVANESS - DQ at Nimes two weeks ago. Up one level and needs more. 

12. GAMIN JABA - Bids for a four-timer after a nose triumph here eighteen days ago in this walk up grade 

beating Gaelic Du Rocher. Top trainer and driver in solid form. Hard to beat. 

13. GOELAND D'HAUFOR - 16L seventh of fourteen at Nantes sixteen days ago in a higher class walk up. 

Interesting with a fair course record. 

Summary: GAMIN JABA (12) bids for a four-timer after a nose triumph here eighteen days ago in this walk 
up grade beating GAELIC DU ROCHER (7). The former has a top trainer and driver in solid form. Hard to 
beat. The latter was second. Main danger without shoes. GIBUS DE NAVARY (10) produced a good 3L fourth 
at Cabourg in this walk up class. Holds claims with a consistent profile. GAMIN NORMAND (5) is another 
consistent type who ran 3L second here in a Class C mounted race. Leading driver booked. Include. GITANO 
JACK (9) could bounce back to form. 

Selections 

GAMIN JABA (12) - GAELIC DU ROCHER (7) - GIBUS DE NAVARY (10) - GAMIN NORMAND (5) - 
GITANO JACK (9)  



Race 2 - PRIX AUBADE CREATION (PRIX KERONIS) -  2700m WALK-UP D55 Harness. Purse EUR 
€33,000. 

1. HARIA DU BELLAY - Chasing a double after a 3.25L success here leading from start to finish. Steps up in 

grade barefoot. 

2. HANGELA - Demonstrated improvement when 1.25L third in a lower grade contest at this track. Finished 

in the frame twice from last three outings. 

3. HELALI DE MONTCEAU - Struggled on last two outings. Useful 1.75L second at this venue prior and could 

bounce back. 

4. HIGH EDITION - Consistent performances on last few outings including a good third at Enghien against 

similar rivals. 

5. HIMALAYA CUT - Three DQ from last five outings. Needs more on recent form. 

6. HACIENDA DESBOIS - Some useful performances in recent runs including a 6.25L fourth at this track. 

7. HEGOA DU BOULAY - Two seconds from last three outings including at this grade in September. Good 

record in these conditions with two placings from two attempts. 

8. HAUTE VOLTIGE - Two fourths at this grade from last three attempts. Yet to finish in the frame in seven 

runs barefoot. 

9. HOTESSE JENILOU - Ended previous preparation with a treble at Cagnes sur Mer. Struggled in two starts 

since a spell and can improve. 

10. HIVRINE DE GUEZ - Hard to recommend on recent outings.  

11. HAUDATIS - Unable to follow up a 3L success at Reims in a higher grade when credible 4.5L seventh in 

a Class C at this track. Drops in class and can play a role. 

12. HIAHIASTART - Placed on last two outings including narrow defeat at this venue. One win from two 

attempts over this course and distance. 

13. HALLEY DE MARS - Returned after a spell with a DQ. Form prior to break was useful at this grade. 

Summary: HAUDATIS (11) is proven against tougher competition with a 3L win at Reims in a Class B two 
back. Not beaten far when 4.5L seventh in a Class C at this venue subsequently and can play a major role 
down in grade. HARIA DU BELLAY (1) takes a step up in level after a comfortable start to finish 3.25L success 
at this track. Remains barefoot and must be a leading chance. HIGH EDITION (4) has been racing consistently 
at this level including a good third at Enghien. Contender. HIAHIASTART (12) has placed on last two outings 
and holds a good record over course and distance with a win from two attempts. 

Selections 

HAUDATIS (11) - HARIA DU BELLAY (1) - HIGH EDITION (4) - HIAHIASTART (12)  



Race 3 - PRIX TRITON -  2700m WALK-UP D150 Harness. Purse EUR €37,000. 

1. FOREVER JIEL - Third beaten 1.75L in a lower class at La Capelle. Scored prior but is going up in grade.  

2. FUCHSIA PIERJI - Fifth beaten 3.25L here in this class behind four re-opposing rivals. One for the placings.  

3. FEELING BOY - Fourth beaten 3.25L in this class behind three re-opposing rivals. Not far away but needs 

a bit more to reverse form.  

4. FAKIR DE GESVRES - Ninth beaten 2.25L here in a higher class. Ran well in this grade prior behind two 

re-opposing rivals. Not ruled out.  

5. FARRELL SEVEN - Won by 0.75L in one class lower at Bordeaux. Three wins and two placings barefoot. 

Not ruled out up in grade.  

6. EMBLEME CASTELETS - Fourth beaten 3.25L at Le Croise-Laroche in a lower class. The winner has won 

since but needs a bit more.  

7. FALCO FUN - Won by 0.25L at Angers in this class two starts back. DQ at a lower level since.  

8. FUEGO DU MORTIER - Beat a pair of subsequent winners by 1.25L at Enghien two starts ago after finishing 

strongly in this class. DQ since but can bounce back.  

9. FORUM DE TILLARD - Well beaten in a higher class at Enghien but still needs more down in grade.  

10. FARINELLI PAULOIS - Second beaten 1.25L at Enghien in this class. The third has won since. Now 

barefoot where he has three wins and two placings from five starts. Top claims. 

11. EAGLE WIND - Eighth beaten 3.25L in this class here. More needed. 

12. FIGARO VICI - Sixth beaten 4.5L here in a lower class. Best watched. 

13. EPICURE - Third beaten 1.25L at Nantes in a lower grade. More required. 

14. ESPOIR DES CHAMPS - Fifth beaten 2.75L at Cabourg in this class. Running well enough but place looks 

the best hope. 

15. FOGO PICO - Beat a number of these at this venue by 0.75L with the second Farrell Seven winning since. 

Top claims once more. 

Summary: FOGO PICO (15) scored by 0.75L in this class beating a number of re-opposing rivals. The second 
FARRELL SEVEN (5) has since won. Top claims for both rivals again. FARINELLI PAULOIS (10) finished 
second beaten 1.25L in this level at Enghien. Switching to barefoot where he has a 60% strike rate. FUEGO 
DU MORTIER (8) was a winner two starts back in this grade and can bounce back from a subsequent DQ. 
FOREVER JIEL (1) is not dismissed. 

Selections 

FOGO PICO (15) - FARRELL SEVEN (5) - FARINELLI PAULOIS (10) - FUEGO DU MORTIER (8) - 
FOREVER JIEL (1)  



Race 4 - PRIX ARSINOE -  2700m WALK-UP E13 Harness. Purse EUR €29,000. 

1. IRIANE - 9.5L sixth at Machecoul a month ago in a Class F walk up. Upped in level. Needs more. 

2. ICONE DU GARDEN - 10L ninth at Nantes twelve days back tackling a Grade F walk up. Needs to be at 

best to place. 

3. IMAGINE GIRL - Fair 4L fourth at this venue three weeks ago in a Class E fillies autostart. Good walk up 

form prior. Consider. 

4. INDIE HAUFOR - Ran with credit at Nantes six weeks ago when 3.25L fifth in this walk up level. Interesting 

on Vincennes debut. 

5. IDRA DE BEYLEV - 5L Les Sables-d'Olonne Class F walk up winner prior to a DQ here. Could bounce 

back. 

6. IDEE DE BOLERO - Beaten 79L at this venue ten days ago in this company. Hard to make a case for. 

7. IRIS DAXEL - DQ at Reims nine days back in this walk up grade. Needs to be at best to make the frame. 

8. IRINA DE BAILLY - DQ with 500m to go here three weeks ago in a Class E fillies autostart. Not dismissed 

to make amends. 

9. INDICA - Showed some promise at country tracks but disappointing on last two outings. 

10. INTRIGUE - Unlucky DQ with 100m to go at Chartres a year ago in a Class F walk up. May need this. 

11. IVANSKA MONTAVAL - Fair 9L fifth at Graignes twelve days ago in a Class F fillies walk up. Interesting. 

12. INFANTE DU BUISSON - Solid 3.25L third at Nantes twelve days ago tackling a Class F walk up. In the 

mix. 

13. IMAGINE D'AR - DQ on last three attempts and hard to make a case for. 

14. I LOVE MY WIFE - Made all to win in Class F autostart company three runs ago at Le Croise-Laroche. 

Two DQ since. 

15. ISBET SANT - Ran well at Nantes twelve days back when 3L second attempting a Class F walk up. 

Include. 

Summary: ISBET SANT (15) ran well at Nantes twelve days back when 3L second attempting a Class F walk 
up. Serious player. INFANTE DU BUISSON (12) produced a solid 3.25L third in the same Nantes event. In 
the mix. IRINA DE BAILLY (8) was DQ with 500m to go here in a Class E fillies autostart. Not dismissed to 
make amends. IMAGINE GIRL (3) finished a fair 4L fourth at this venue tackling a Class E fillies autostart. 
Good walk up form prior. Consider. 

Selections 

ISBET SANT (15) - INFANTE DU BUISSON (12) - IRINA DE BAILLY (8) - IMAGINE GIRL (3)  



Race 5 - PRIX VIBILIA -  2200m WALK-UP E75 Monte. Purse EUR €33,000. 

1. GO TO DE HOUELLE - Resumed after an eight month break with a fourth in a Class D. Drops in grade and 

entitled to improve considerably for the run. 

2. GOOD GIRL MARCEAUX - Placed on last two outings including a well-beaten third in a higher grade at 

this venue. Running well. 

3. GOLDEN LILAC - Followed up a Laval win with four straight placings including a 2.75L second at this 

venue. Leading claims.  

4. GIVE ME SEVEN - Hard to recommend on recent outings. 

5. GOMERA - Some mixed performances in recent runs and has first try in these conditions. More needed. 

6. GUSTAVIA - Useful second at Enghien sandwiched between two DQ. First time pads on all fours. 

7. GARINCHA SPORT - Returned after a short spell with a disappointing driven run. Progression expected 

and two placings from three mounted runs.  

8. GOMORRA QUICK - Returned after a short spell with a fifth at this track in a similar driven grade. Makes 

mounted debut. 

9. GEISHA D'EM - Chasing a double after 3L debut mounted win at Marseille Borely. Bold bid anticipated. 

Summary: GOLDEN LILAC (3) has been racing consistently. Followed up a Laval success with four straight 
placings including a 2.75L second at this track. Top chance. GEISHA D'EM (9) made a winning start to 
mounted campaign when scoring by 3L at Marseille Borely. Rates well and can show further improvement. 
GUSTAVIA (6) has first time pads applied on all four. Useful second at Enghien sandwiched between two DQ. 
Worth consideration if completing cleanly. GOOD GIRL MARCEAUX (2) made the frame on last two outings. 
Holds each way claims. 

Selections 

GOLDEN LILAC (3) - GEISHA D'EM (9) - GUSTAVIA (6) - GOOD GIRL MARCEAUX (2)  



Race 6 - PRIX KLIO -  2100m MOBILE B21 Harness. Purse EUR €36,000. 

1. JOYAU DE MORTREE - Fourth beaten 3.25L in a higher class two starts back here. Late DQ in the G3 

Prix Louis Cauchois since. Can bounce back down in grade. 

2. JIANFRANCO - Back to back DQ including in this class. Best watched.  

3. JORGOS DE GUEZ - Fifth beaten 2L here in this class. Could go well from this draw.  

4. JASPERS TURGOT - Sixth beaten 3.25L here in this company. Has a 33% place strike rate in this shoeing 

combination.  

5. JUBY DE BAILLY - DQ in this class here seventeen days back. Best watched subsequently. 

6. JAG STRYCK - Third beaten 5L in one class lower here. Could find the frame going up a level. 

7. JOCE JISCE - Won by a neck on third outing at Auch in a lower class. First time with pads on all four but 

will need improvement. 

8. JUMANJI SIBEY - Second beaten 2L here in one class lower. Going up in grade but still progressive. 

Consider. 

9. JAMIROQUAI - Sent off second favourite at Graignes in this class before breaking stride. Won first two 

career outings and remains unexposed. May bounce back. 

10. JERICHO D'ORGERES - DQ on debut and going up significantly in class. Hard to have. 

11. JO LA CLASS - Third on debut but has shown little in three outings since. 

12. JAB DE MYE - DQ with 50m to go when in contention two starts back in one class lower. More needed.  

13. JENSSEN VISAIS - Fifth beaten 5.5L at Laval in three grades lower. Hard to consider. 

Summary: JOYAU DE MORTREE (1) showed up well when breaking stride in the G3 Prix Louis Cauchois. 
Solid effort in a higher class prior. Can go close. JORGOS DE GUEZ (3) finished fifth but only beaten 2L in 
this level here. Not far away. JUMANJI SIBEY (8) was a 2L second in one class lower at this venue. Further 
improvement expected. JAMIROQUAI (9) won his first two career outings. DQ at Graignes since but well worth 
another try with progress possible. 

Selections 

JOYAU DE MORTREE (1) - JORGOS DE GUEZ (3) - JUMANJI SIBEY (8) - JAMIROQUAI (9)  



Race 7 - PRIX VIGOUR (PRIX LEONA) -  2850m WALK-UP C100 E Monte. Purse EUR €38,000. 

1. HOWDY QUICK - Consistent type who holds seven placings and five wins from fifteen starts. Interesting 

international raider. 

2. BON TON GSO - Consistent filly by Maharajah who holds some good form from Italy. Consider running for 

the Jean-Michel Bazire stable. 

3. HERE I GO AGAIN - Showed ability here a fortnight ago when 1.25L third in a Class D mounted event. 

Include. 

4. HELLO DE LIGNY - 1.25L winner at this course in June tackling a Class C mounted contest. Makes appeal. 

5. HARLEY CHARENTAISE - Below par on season return here seventeen days ago but ran a solid 0.75L 

second in the mounted G3 Prix de Dozule in February. Not dismissed. 

6. HELIOS ATOUT - 13L seventh of nine at this track a month ago in a Grade C mounted race. Needs to be 

at best. 

7. HOLLYWOOD TORINO - Showed ability here a month ago when 0.75L runner-up in a Class C mounted 

event. Holds claims if repeating. 

8. NAMANGA BO - New trainer now following a success at Berlin a month ago. Worth a second look racing 

barefoot. 

9. HEROS DE BEYLEV - 20L eighth of ten at Enghien a month ago tackling a Grade C mounted event. Others 

appeal more. 

10. HE AND ME - Makes mounted debut following two DQ in walk ups on last pair of outings. Notable driver 

booking. 

11. HISTORIOLA - Solid 3.25L third tackling the mounted G3 Prix Olry-Roederer here two weeks ago. Leading 

contender without shoes. 

Summary: HISTORIOLA (11) produced a solid 3.25L third tackling the mounted G3 Prix Olry-Roederer here 
two weeks ago. Leading contender without shoes. BON TON GSO (2) is a consistent filly by Maharajah who 
holds some good form from Italy. Consider running for the Jean-Michel Bazire stable. HOWDY QUICK (1) 
holds claims as another consistent type who has seven placings and five wins from fifteen starts. Interesting 
international raider. HERE I GO AGAIN (3) showed ability at this course when 1.25L third in a Class D mounted 
event. Include. 

Selections 

HISTORIOLA (11) - BON TON GSO (2) - HOWDY QUICK (1) - HERE I GO AGAIN (3) 

 


